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III. Catalog Description

Flight Science for maintenance technicians is designed
primarily for those students enrolled in the Aviation Maint
enance Technician Program. It is intended to develop a
basic understanding of the scientific and technological
aspects involved in flight. This class taken concurrently
with Aero II0A is designed to achieve the equivalence of a
FAA private ground school and will benefit the student in
troubleshooting and repairing flight operational systems
in aircraft maintenance.

IV. Need/J ustificati on/Goals

The need for this course if imperative. Flight sience for main
tenance technicians will provide the student with an appre
ciation of the high standards and requirements necessary
in repairing and maintaining airworthy aircraft. The flight
knowledge and understanding acquired through this class
will greatly enhance the student to the problems encountered
in actual flight by flight personnel.

V. Course Objectives

A. The student will be able to understand the scientific and tech-
ological aspects involved in flight

B. The student will be able to relate his mechanical training and
knowledge to the actual operation of an aircraft in flight'

C. The student will be able to troubleshoot mechanical problems
better with an increased knowledge of flight.

D. This class taken with Aero 1I0A, will allow the student to pass
the FAA private pilots examination.



VI. Course Content

A. Introduction
I. Aerodynamics and preflight facts
2. Aerodynamics of lift, thrust, gravity, and drag
3. Load factors and weight and balance

B. Powerplant, Instruments, and rel~ted systems
I. Internal combustion reciprocating engines
2. Fuels, ignition, lubrication, cooling, electrical and

hydraulic systems
3. Engine operating principles

C. • Aeronautical Meteorology
I. The atmosphere
2. Temperature, pressure and moisture factors
3. Clouds and fog
4. Air masses and frontal weather
5. Wind
6. Thunderstorms and their hazards
7. Turbulence
8. Knowing what kind of weather is safe to fly in

D. Flight Computer and its functions
I. Centigrade, fahrenheit, nautical and statue conversion
2. Time, speed, distance, fuel consumption, and density

altitude calculations
3. Wind, wind vectors, drift, heading, and speed

determination problems

E. Basic Navigation .
I. Map and chart interpretation
2. Pilotage
3. Dead reckoning
4. Lines of position and determining fix

F. Radio Navigation
I. The VOR system and its use
2. ADF and its special purposes
3. Transponder, GPS, DME, and Loran and their

use in todays airspace
4. Combining Dead Reckoning and radio navigation
5. Using radar with your flight



G. Air Traffic Control, Communications, and Federal Aviation
Regulations.

I. Federal Aviation Regulations and how they pertain
to flight operations

2. Air traffic control and how to cope with the
procedures required

3. Special flight communications procedures
4. How to make a safe flight using radio procedures

H. Making a safe VFR flight with all of your knowledge and skills,
and preparing for the FAA examination

VI. Instructional Methodology

A. Assignments
I. Reading, lectures, and group problems to solve on

assigned projects

8. Evaluation
I. Attendance is required and evaluated for passage
2. Written quizzes, midterm exam and final examination.

Tests will require the student to demonstrate an
understanding of the materials in flight planning,
navigation plotting, pre-flight planning, and radio
communication and navigation

3. Complete planning of a VFR trip from one point to
a final destination

C. Text and other Materials
1. Aviation Fundamentals by Jeppenson Sanderson
2. E68 Flight Computer
3. Sectional map of local area
4. Airmans Information Manual by Government Printing

Office
5. Navigation plotter

D. Methods
1. Lecture to present facts, concepts, and principles of

the above topics.
2. Videos to help students visualize materials.
3. Class discussions to review and clarify materials.

VII, Requested Classification
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